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L’ACADEMIE DRESS (LEFT), $238,
MO&CO. DRESS, $310, HUDSON’S BAY
PHOTO: NATHAN CYPRYS

Party dressing made easy
Gift yourself a fuss-free holiday wardrobe of glam texture and shine—velvet, satin and modern brocade—that moves
from champagne brunch to family dinner in high style PAGE 6

Space age shine

Retro sparkle never looked so chic PAGE 3

We can dream, right?

Our editors share their wish lists PAGE 4

The force awakens

Gigi Hadid expands her beauty empire PAGE 7

MUGS & KISSES

SHOP THE HOLIDAY COLLECTION AT INDIGO.CA/HOLIDAY
!ndigo, Chapters, Coles and indigo.ca are registered trademarks of Indigo Books & Music Inc.
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Silver
linings

Picture holiday brunch in a
mid-century spaceship: shiny
heels, next-gen gadgets and
galactically sparkly gloss
PHOTOGRAPHY BY HAMIN LEE

CREATIVE DIRECTION: JESS HOTSON AND SONYA VAN HEYNINGEN

ONE-MINUTE MIRACLE
Editor: Eden Boileau,
managing editor
Problem: I want
more defined brows
Quick fix: If it’s not
bad enough that I
plucked my brows to
near extinction in the
’90s, they’re also fair,
so my brow game is
somewhat emaciated.
But drawing them on—
evenly, precisely—
every morning while
getting a nine-year-old
out the door is not an
option. So bless this
new at-home brow dye
that subtly darkens
my brows and lasts for
days. I simply paint on
the gentle sugar-based
formula, let it dry for
half an hour and then
peel it off. The result:
darker brows, but a
subtle enough effect
that I don’t emerge
looking like Groucho
Marx. No master’s of
fine art (or an extra
15 minutes every
morning) required.
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1. BINCHOTAN CHARCOAL BODY SCRUB TOWEL,
$22, PETAL ANDPOST.COM . 2 . FINAL TOUCH
CHILLING BALL WITH TONG SET, $14, CHAPTERS.
INDIGO.CA. 3. ZIPPO HAND WARMER, $40, MEC.
CA. 4. CLAUDIA SCHIFFER FOR AQUAZZURA
SHOES, $1,020, HOLT RENFREW. 5. LEGENDARY
AUTHORS AND THE CLOTHES THEY WORE BY
TERRY NEWMAN, $37, BOOKSTORES. 6. BITE
BEAUTY PRISMATIC PEARL CRÈME LIP GLOSS
IN BLUSH PEARL, $25, SEPHORA.CA. 7. 8 FACES
BOUNDLESS SOLID OIL, $113, 8FACESBEAUTY.
COM. 8. TORY BURCH FOR FITBIT BRACELET,
$260, FITBIT.COM. 9. QUO PRECISION SPONGE, $8,
SHOPPERS DRUG MART. 10. SEPHORA COLLECTION FOX SLEEPING MASK, $18, SEPHORA.CA. 11.
BIKO EARRINGS, $88, ILOVEBIKO.COM. 12. RITUEL
DE FILLE CELESTIAL SPHERE EYE SOOT IN PYXIS,
$50, THEDETOXMARKET.CA. 13. TILE BLUETOOTH
TRACKER STYLE AND SPORT COMBO PACK, $80,
THETILEAPP.COM. 14. VERSO SKINCARE ANTIOXIDANT TURMERIC BOOSTER, $95, WANT APOTHECARY. 15. GOOGLE HOME MINI, $79, STORE.
GOOGLE.COM
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ALMAY LONG LASTING
BROW COLOUR IN BROWN,
$12, DRUGSTORES

T HE KI T X NORDST ROM

Your holiday shopping list
NORDSTROM is your one-stop shop for the most stylish presents of the season. And with Gifting Experts
on hand to help you pick the perfect item for everyone on your list, what could be easier?
1. FOR YOUR BESTIE
These power shoes are
made for Friday nights.
(Bonus: The likelihood you
can borrow them!)

EXCLUSIVE TO
NORDSTROM

5. FOR YOUR DAUGHTER
Upgrade her slumber party
with a next-gen sleeping bag.

8. FOR YOUR
COLLEAGUE
Note: Your favourite
colleague. Next
time, lunch is on her.

NORDSTROM AT HOME CUDDLE
UP FAUX FUR SLEEPING BAG, $279

SAM EDELMAN HAIDE FEATHER
POMPOM PUMP, $139.95

EXCLUSIVE TO
NORDSTROM

REBECCA MINKOFF
LEATHER WRISTLET
POUCH, $125

7. FOR YOUR
HOSTESS
Stand out from the
flowers-and-wine pack
with an elegant candle.
VOULSPA CHAWAN
CANDLE, $37

4. FOR YOUR AUNT
Guaranteed: She’ll
wear these cozy PJs
to sleep that night.

9. FOR YOUR MOTHER
If anyone deserves
these wonderfully comfy
slippers, it’s Mom.

MAKE + MODEL
FLANNEL GIRLFRIEND
PYJAMAS, $79

2. FOR YOUR NEPHEW
Sweets for the sweet: These
Sugarfina goodies are the
perfect stocking stuffer.

UGG FLUFF MOMMA
SLIPPERS, $184.95

SUGARFINA MERRY CHRISTMAS
8-PIECE CANDY BENTO BOX,
$84.95

3. FOR YOUR SISTER
Give your sis a stylish
purse that shines
(almost) as bright as
she does.
MADEWELL CROSSBODY
BAG, $128

10. FOR YOUR SISTER-IN-LAW
This glam dress doubles as a
tunic-over-leggings once it’s
back-to-work time.

6 .FOR YOUR NIECE
Seasonal selfies
never looked so chic.
LUMEE DUO IPHONE
CASE, $99.95

EXCLUSIVE TO
NORDSTROM

CHELSEA28 BLOUSED SLEEVE
SHIFT DRESS, $159

STILL LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT GIFT?
Give the the gift that gives back—since everyone loves a gift card! NORDSTROM donates 1% of every gift card sale to local non-profit organizations.
Visit nordstrom.com/holiday to find your nearest location.
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“I’d give these to my mother
because she’s held strong and
protected our family regardless of
what life brought her.” —Jessie K.

“It’s different from the usual—
it’s something you can give
to that someone who has
everything.” —Cheryl Z.

ALEX AND ANI PROVIDENCE PATH
OF LIFE STUD EARRINGS, $61,
ALEXANDANI.COM

“Fruity, crunchy
and juicy. I loved
the feel of each
bite!” —Sue R.

ALEX AND ANI
GODSPEED CHAIN
STATION NECKLACE, $46,
ALEXANDANI.COM

SUGARFINA
REINDEER
NOSES, $10.95,
SUGARFINA.CA

INDIGO NORTHERN
CABLE POM HAT, $24.50,
CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

Reader’s
choice
gift guide
We hosted an exciting pop-up at Bayview
Village in Toronto and invited 150 readers
to check out the best holiday items on the
market. Here’s what they had to say about
the pieces and products they loved. Which
ones are perfect for the women on your list?

THE SOPHISTICATE

THE GLAMAZON

For this magpie, all
that glitters is gold.
Get her a luxurious
faux-fur throw for an
opulent touch at
home and a sparkly
jacket so she can make
a statement when she
steps out the door.

“I would love to receive the lip
kit as a gift! I consider myself
a makeup collector and know I
would get great use out of all
of the colours. I like that the
lipsticks are matte and long
lasting. They have a creamy
texture, feel soft on the lips and
don’t dry my lips out. They’re
very easy to remove and don’t
stain my lips which is rare for
matte lipsticks.” —Elise L.

“These are a classic that
anyone would love. They
have a great stretch
too!” —Gabrielle B.

She knows her look and
trends don’t affect it, so
stick to tried-and-true
classics. Black skinny
jeans and an iconic pump
can take her anywhere,
and a soft, cozy blush
toque offers the perfect
feminine touch.

INDIGO VELVET MINI
BACKPACK, $39.50,
CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

Pretty pick-me-up treats
to add to your own list

ANNIE LEIBOVITZ
PORTRAITS 2005-2016, $110,
CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

INDIGO MY CINEMA LIGHTBOX,
$59.50, CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

“I’d give this to my friend
who loves to travel
because it’s the perfect
pendant to wish her a
safe journey.” —Katie V.

A little something
for you

“It’s an amazing coffee table
book. The pictures are intense
and beautiful. She’s captured
celebrities in a gorgeous
light.” –Jeannine M.

PAIGE VERDUGO ULTRA
SKINNY JEANS, $240,
PAIGE.COM

M.A.C SNOW BALL LIP KIT, $39,
EXCLUSIVE TO HUDSON’S BAY,
THEBAY.COM
PAIGE ZAYLEE BOMBER, $530,
PAIGE.COM

“This is so special. It’s delicate, but the arrow
gives it an edge. I’d gift this to all five of my
sisters. They have all gone through a lot of
challenges in becoming the successful women
they are.” —Rupinder K.

PAIGE CATELINE TOP,
$280, PAIGE.COM

ALEX AND ANI SPIRITUAL ARMOR ARROW PULL
CHAIN BRACELET, $99, ALEXANDANI.COM
PAIGE TAMAR BLOUSE, $290,
PAIGE.COM

“This classic black denim is so versatile.
I would gift these to any of my friends!
Everyone loves a good pair of jeans,
especially if they’re comfy (perfect for all
the holiday binging!)” —Tiffany C.

THE FREE SPIRIT

“I’m a sucker for anything pink
and fluffy, so I was instantly
enamoured by the bottle and
its feminine details, particularly
the bow. I also like the more
subtle details, like the iridescent
shimmer all over the bottle
that turns pink when it hits the
light. It would look great on any
vanity or shelf.” —Briana A.
JUICY VIVA LA JUICY GLACÉ
EAU DE PARFUM, $110 (100 ML),
THEBAY.COM

PAIGE HOXTON JEANS, $240, PAIGE.COM

She’s the first one on
the dance floor and the
last one to put down the
karaoke mic. She needs
gifts as interesting
as she is: Pink velvet
pompom heels are definitely a good start.

PAIGE HIGH RISE
EDGEMONT VELVET
JEAN IN BLACK, $330,
PAIGE.COM

“The nice thing about
these shoes is that they are
so versatile. Either jeans or
a dress would go perfectly
with them.” —Valeria A.
SAM EDELMAN
HAROLDSON PUMP, $185,
SAMEDELMAN.COM

“These are sexy, effortless
and bold! I would gift them
to my sister.” —Sarah B.
VINCE CAMUTO KAIN PUMP,
$160, VINCECAMUTO.CA

INDIGO HAPPY
HOLLA DAYS
CANDLE, $10, CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

“I would style these with an
LBD for New Years, and a pair
of denim with a fun blouse for
holiday parties.” —Layla L.
VINCE CAMUTO BRITSY BOOTIE,
$220, VINCECAMUTO.CA

INDIGO FAUX FUR
THROW, $99.50, CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

M.A.C SNOW BALL BRUSH KIT,
$59.50, MACCOSMETICS.COM

Editors’ holiday wish lists

Do we need them? I mean, probably not? But we certainly want these 20 dreamy gifts—dresses, bags, boots, books, beauty products and buzzy tech essentials to end the year on a haute high note

LAURA DECARUFEL, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

VERONICA SAROLI, ASSISTANT EDITOR

RENÉE TSE, THE KIT CHINESE EDITOR

RANI SHEEN, BEAUTY DIRECTOR

I ’m so excited to read this account
by legendar y editor Tina Brown of
her tumultuous years transforming a
then-fading Vanity Fair into the global
gold-standard culture bible.

I’d rather not be called lazy—but when it
comes to how I style my hair, my protests
are in vain. From legendary coiffeur Sam
McKnight comes a hair line that piqued my
interest due to the sky-blue can, the woody
green scent and the product names.

When it comes to eveningwear, I’m not the
type of girl who wears an outfit once and
ditches it. With the many holiday party invites
rolling in (and weddings coming up next year),
I know I’ll need a dress that makes an impact
over and over again.

This French haircare line is devastatingly
elegant and hard to find in Canada, which
makes me pine for its wares even more—
particularly this rosewood-scented styling
balm to soften and shape my waves.

SAM MCKNIGHT LAZY GIRL DRY SHAMPOO, $35,
NET-A-PORTER.COM

SELF-PORTRAIT DRESS, $615, NET-A-PORTER.COM

There’s something about the inky spots
on this leopard jacket that is perfectly
Edie Sedgwick in tights, a leotard and
big earrings.

Gone are the days when puffer jackets only
looked cute on children. With statement down
coats all the rage on the Fall 2017 runways, I
hope to snuggle up in one, so I can stand out
among the sea of black coats this season.

THE VANIT Y FAIR DIARIES 1983-1992 BY TINA
BROWN, $42, CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

Has there ever been a more perfect black
shoulder bag? I would be so surprised
to discover another that I covet more
intensely than this one. It is impeccable.
VICTORIA BECKHAM SHOULDER BAG, $2,068,
NETAPORTER.COM

LINE THE LABEL COAT, $399, LINETHELABEL.COM

When I interviewed Aurélie Guyoux,
the international scientific director of
this internationally renowned French
brand, she spoke about the joys of selfcare offered by beauty in a wonderfully
relaxed and aspirational way that I associate with impossibly chic Europeans. I
spritzed this lovely revitalizing spray and
drank the Kool-Aid (rosé?).

The concept of this tied-up sac is effortless enough that it looks nonchalant, but
nothing is as it seems—especially under
the auspices of the Row. The icy blue hue
and croissant shape turn a simple all-black
outfit into something spectacular.
THE ROW BAG, $1,350, HOLT RENFREW

Te n d i n g to f l owe r s i s n ’ t my f o r te .
Instead, I’ll browse through this exquisite
Taschen collection of flowers drawn by
Marie Antoinette’s draftsman, PierreJoseph Redouté.

INSTITUT ESTHEDERM CELLULAR WATER SPRAY,
$39, ESTHEDERM.CA

You know how when you re-read a great
work of literature you keep discovering
new things in it? I think you’d enjoy a
similar experience in this lovely pink
coat: endless possibilities for sartorial
splendour.
MARC CAIN COAT, $1,590, MARC CAIN

I love these boots so much it scares me.
Also scary: How would you clean them?
Details! What matters is the dream.
SOPHIA WEBSTER BOOTS, $947, SOPHIAWEBSTER.COM

book pic on
server

PIERRE-JOSEPH REDOUTÉ. SELECTION OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS, $195, CHAPTERS.
INDIGO.CA

I’m content with the ear buds provided
with a new cellphone or—gasp—on an
airplane, but the promise of real-time
translation with these buds is too irresistible given my très mal language skills and
the destinations I want to visit.
GOOGLE PIXEL BUDS, $219, STORE.GOOGLE.COM

PHOTOGRAPHY: SHALAN AND PAUL (DECARUFEL), CARLYLE ROUTH (SAROLI, SHEEN).
HAIR AND MAKEUP: WENDY RORONG (DECARUFEL); MICHELLE ROSEN (SAROLI, SHEEN)

INDIGO
EMBOSSED BEAR
MUG, $14, CHAPTERS.INDIGO.CA

“I would gift these
black velvet jeans to my
mother to bring out her
‘Stevie Nicks’ persona
from the ’70s.” —Olivia B.

“I just want to be binging
Netflix with this around
me! It’s like a warm hug.”
—Magdalena K.

“I love that this brush set
touches on all aspects of my
face-makeup routine. I have
brushes for all areas: face, eyes
and eyebrows. This will be a
great set to help start building
my collection of makeup,
brushes, and I’m looking
forward to perfecting the use
of each one. This set of brushes
is a great gift for someone who
is just beginning to get into
makeup!” —Ali P.

MONCLER COAT, $1,745, MONCLER.COM AND MONCLER
BLOOR BOUTIQUE

I’m so obssessed with watching K-dramas, that
a TV is the most important item for me. But
rather than having an empty black box sitting
in my living room, my eyes are set on this new
TV that can show artwork or your own photos
when not in use.
SAMSUNG FR AME TV, $3,800, SELECT RETAILERS
ACROSS CANADA

LEONOR GREYL BAUME BOIS DE ROSE STYLING
BALM, $64, LAC + BEAUTY, TORONTO

My ratty old men’s T-shirts are just not
cutting it for nighttime wear—I’d love
to u p g r a d e to th is C a n a d i a n - m a d e ,
menswear-styled sleep shirt made with
crisp Japanese cotton. As if you stole your
boyfriend’s Oxford shirt, only prettier.
THE SLEEP SHIRT NIGHTSHIRT, $250, INTOTHEBEDROOM.COM

In Australia, opals are plentiful and highly
valued, and having grown up there I’ve
retained a fondness for the luminous
stones flecked with fiery flashes of grey,
blue, green or pink. This one’s asymmetrical, 14-karat gold setting only adds to
its appeal.
WWAKE RING, $520, EASYTIGERGOODS.COM

Making sure my phone is with me at all times
can be so annoying. The latest Apple Watch
series features GPS and cellular data, so I can
now freely walk around sans phone (and be
closer to achieving my 007-chic spy goals).
APPLE WATCH HERMÈS SERIES WATCH, $1,519, APPLE.CA

Rumours are swirling that this winter is going
to be a cold one, so I plan on adding some
intensive moisturizing power to my skincare
regimen. Enter La Mer’s Endless Hydration
series to protect my face from the biting wind.
LA MER ENDLESS HYDRATION KIT, $400, CREMEDELAMER.CA

I ’m a Mansur Gavriel girl— I love the
simplicity of its shapes and the quality of
its leather. This half-moon wallet-meetsclutch in bright white will be both useful
and striking.
M A N S U R GAV R I E L WA LLE T, $ 676 , M A N S U R GAVRIEL.COM

Part useful makeup mirror, part striking
design objet, this circle mirror anchored in
a square of deep green marble will vastly
elevate my morning getting-ready routine.
OAK + FORT MIRROR, $32, OAKANDFORT.COM
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Combined with an
oversized old-man
blazer and ’80s-era
heels, a not-so-simple
black slip shines in
the spotlight.
MO&CO. JACKET,
$740, DRESS (WORN
THROUGHOUT), $310,
GUESS SHOES, $125,
HUDSON’S BAY

The new party
makeup: Take acid
lime eyeshadow to
VIP status with a
glossy topcoat.
NYX FULL THROTTLE
SHADOW STICK IN
POISON PROPER,
$10, NYXCOSMETICS.
CA. YSL BEAUTY EYE
GLOSS SMUDGER,
$32, YSLBEAUTY.CA

Talk about a sumptuous
topper: This light-as-air
jacket amps up any old
LBD in a snap.

Party
time
If there’s one time of year to go
all out, it’s the holidays. Suit
up in a body-con tuxedo or a
Factory-esque feather jacket
and hit the town in style
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NATHAN CYPRYS
FASHION DIRECTION BY JILLIAN VIEIRA

LAMARQUE JACKET,
$295, KATE SPADE
EARRINGS, $44,
HUDSON’S BAY

Jewel-toned velvet in
an extra-easy wrap
dress is the epitome
of laid-back glamour.
L’ACADEMIE DRESS,
$238, HUDSON’S BAY

A sexy swath of textural
brocade clinches the
notice-me vibe with a
curving, negative-space
metallic liner look.
LPA TOP, $230, PANTS,
$285, HUDSON’S BAY.
MAYBELLINE MASTER
PRECISE INK METALLIC
LIQUID LINER IN STELLAR
SAND, $12, DRUGSTORES.

Serve up some
smoulder with
a smear of rust
shadow—start at
the dead centre of
the lid and spread
outward for
graphic appeal.

An off-the-shoulder
column dress offers
festive spirit in an
extra-soft, mulledwine-hued velvet.
NICOLE MILLER
DRESS, $199,
HUDSON’S BAY

TOM FORD
BEAUTY PRIVATE
SHADOW IN IRIS
BRONZE, $44,
TOMFORD.COM.
3.1 PHILLIP LIM
TOP, $655, MAX
MARA STUDIO
COAT, $1,795,
HUDSON’S BAY

A slick tuxedo cranks up its party vibe
with fancy-meets-fun mules.
DIANE VON FURSTENBERG JACKET
(WORN THROUGHOUT), $648, PANTS,
$448, LOEFFLER RANDALL SHOES,
$595, HUDSON’S BAY
HAIR AND MAKEUP: TAMI EL SOMBATI
FOR R + CO/M.A.C COSMETICS/PLUTINO
GROUP. HAIR AND MAKEUP ASSISTANT:
ROMY ZACK. MODELS: JASPER,
JESSICA, MEGAN AND SIERRA. BEAUTY
DIRECTION: RANI SHEEN. CREATIVE
DIRECTION: JESSICA HOTSON. SHOT ON
LOCATION AT MAHJONG BAR, TORONTO
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Power player

Everything Gigi Hadid touches turns to mega
sales—and her new makeup collection is no exception

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IMAGSE (HADID)

BY CAITLIN KENNY

I never knew I wanted an icy
purple stripe down my face until
I met Gigi Hadid and her highlighted nose. As we swap smiley
“nice-to-meet-yous” at the New
York launch of her Gigi Hadid
x Maybelline makeup collection, my eyes lock on that ramp
of shimmering violet, which
somehow looks at home between
her wide-set eyes.
It’s Hadid’s ability to inspire
that Maybelline is banking on
with the collaboration, which
lands in Canada this week. You
see something on the Californian model—most likely via Instagram,
as one of her 36.8 million followers—and immediately want to transplant it onto yourself (her two-year-strong boyfriend, singer Zayn
Malik, and fashion bestie Kendall Jenner notwithstanding).
It’s selling power. And it works. This year, Hadid has successfully
co-created clothing for Tommy Hilfiger, shoes for Stuart Weitzman
and glasses for Vogue Eyewear, with plenty of instant sell-outs along
the way. Now, the limited-edition pinky-beige tubes and compacts of
Gigi Hadid x Maybelline, each emblazoned with her signed initials,
mark the most affordable piece of Hadid a fan can buy. Go figure:
One of the eyeshadow palettes sold out in 1.5 hours in the U.K., and
the lipsticks keep coming in and out of stock in the U.S.
“We wanted to make a collection for people who are maybe
intimidated to do full glam every day,” Hadid explains. She counts
herself among them, with a trial-and-error approach to products.
“I just use random shit for random shit.”
Her “random shit” is actually quite systemized. The collection is
divided into two themes: warm tones inspired by Hadid’s hometown
of L.A., and cool tones nodding to New York. Each range offers a
tinted primer, liquid highlighter, three lipsticks, an eyeshadow palette

and brush, mascara and a gel
liner, with an added liquid liner
rounding out New York.
The shade names take cues
from Hadid’s personal life, with
powders named after the streets
she grew up on (Butterfly Lane
and Carbon Canyon), and
lipsticks dedicated to her crew.
Khair—her also-famous sister
Bella’s middle name, FYI—is
“the red she’s always loved
her whole life;” a deeper brick
shade goes out to childhood
BFF Lani, Hadid’s “most major
friend” who is here at the event
snapping pics of her pal; and
there’s an orangey hue devoted
to Austyn, who creates similarly bright art that fills Hadid’s
home, and is “another one of my
best friends who is major.”
The makeup itself is major, too, Hadid would tell you. She drops
the term excitedly with almost every swatch or swipe of the products, but the one that gets her most riled up is Taura, her perfect
nude that’s named after her astrological sign (and is one of the
hottest sellers stateside). “I am a nude lipstick enthusiast,” declares
Hadid. “In high school, I used to put concealer on my lips because
I hated how dark they were.”
She’s also particularly proud of the fibre mascara. As a Maybelline ambassador since 2015, Hadid has access to products from
other countries. “This specific mascara was only available in Japan,
so I was like, ‘We need to bring Fiber Lash to the rest of the world,’”
she says of the dual-ended tube that has a regular volumizing
formula on one end, and fluffy white fibres on the other that you
layer between coats to add bulk. “I can’t
put on fake lashes for the life of me, but
this mascara kind of gives you that.”
As the product show-and-tell gives
way to a party with editors and influencers from around the world, Hadid is
glowing with excitement, and what I now
know is her Liquid Strobe cream in Iridescent. Her thank-you toast is cut short
GIGI HADID X MAYBELLINE NEW YORK COLOR
when tears make her too flustered for
SENSATIONAL MATTE
LIPSTICK IN KHAIR, $12,
words. “I love you guys so much and I feel
FIBER MASCARA IN
BLACK, $15, EYESHADOW
so grateful to do this,” she manages to spit
PALETTE IN WARM, $17,
out. Major feels, and I’m buying it all up.
DRUGSTORES
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Amethyst and French Grey is exclusive to Sephora
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Crowning glory

Vanessa Kirby on stepping into Princess
Margaret’s shoes for The Crown’s second season
Private lives on public display is essentially the
norm for 21st-century society, but it means something else entirely for the British Royal Family. The
lavish Netflix series The Crown details the juicy
highs and lows of the unmistakable clan, including
the tempestuous life of the Queen’s sister Princess Margaret—a free spirit who thrived equally
on delighting in the perks of nobility and rebelling
against them. “I didn’t know anything about her
really,” admits Vanessa Kirby, the Wimbledon-born
actor who plays Margaret in the series, the second
season of which drops on December 8. We spoke
to Kirby about what it takes to portray the complex
character.
What did you do to get into Princess Margaret’s
mindset? “I bought two Chanel perfumes that she
wore. The clothes are hugely helpful; the costume
designer [Michele Clapton] and I usually design
them together. I think Margaret was the kind of
person who expressed her internal life on the
outside and that was brilliant because I’ve never
played anybody like that. And I think the Queen is
the opposite.”
As a royal figure, Margaret is unrelatable but
experiences so much emotional pain. How did you
connect with her? “[The royals] are very privileged
and they live in palaces and they have very strange,
alien lives. But what the show does really well is to
show that these human beings go through just as
many difficulties as anybody in grief, loss of a father
or husband, in relationship or marriage problems,
very tough circumstances where you can’t marry
the man you love and how you recover from that. I
think it’s the pain that they go through that makes
us feel so close to them somehow.”
In the show, Elizabeth mentions that Margaret
loves the pageantry around royalty. How do you
think she felt about it? “I think she was the most
royal of all of them in a way, and I’ve read what
historians say—that she was the most grand—but
also, she massively wanted to escape it and resist it.
And knowing that she was never heir to the throne,
where is her place and where does she fit? She’s
struggling to find it, and I think this season she
believes she’s found it in Tony [Armstrong-Jones,
her husband] and of course she realizes [later] that
that’s not true at all.” —Veronica Saroli
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The good guy

Jake Gyllenhaal talks honesty,
responsible filmmaking and why
kids help you keep it real

It’s not often that a perfume ad impacts
your desire to procreate, but when a
bearded Jake Gyllenhaal looks deeply
into the eyes of tiny child actor Leila—
who plays his daughter in the latest Calvin
Klein Eternity campaign—and tells her he
carries her heart in his heart (as per the
e.e. cummings poem), ovaries everywhere
might be heard exploding.
Eternity launched almost 30 years ago,
around the time when Calvin Klein himself
got married, and it represents his joy and
anxiety around making that leap into a new
family unit. A desire to represent this kind
of honest, human emotion in a new way is
what drew Gyllenhaal to the project, after
the fashion house’s visionary creative
director Raf Simons came to see his
Broadway show Sunday in the Park With
George, and asked him to get involved. The
actor ended up producing the commercial with Riva Marker, his partner in the
two-year-old production company Nine
Stories; Marker made the acclaimed film
Beasts of No Nation with director Cary
Fukunaga, and she and Gyllenhaal enlisted
him to helm this project as well.
When we meet in New York before a
dinner to fete the new campaign, Gyllenhaal
says he finds “most fragrance commercials
have an inherent falseness to them, which
is why I probably have not wanted to be
as involved [with them up to this point].”
It’s true that despite this one’s strong sentimentality, it doesn’t feel remotely cheesy.
“I think a child is a perfect barometer for
bullshit,” says Gyllenhaal, who, given free
reign, would have brought even more
honesty to it. “If it were really up to me I’d
have included the moments where you’re
really bored with the kid… Because that’s
really being the parent, at least I’ve heard.”
Gyllenhaal and Marker bring a similar
straight-up approach to Nine Stories. “Our

goal has been to make an equal share of
material both made by and made for
men and women, because our company
is 50/50 and that’s very important to us,”
Gyllenhaal says. “I feel like there has
been, at least in the very recent past, a
paradigm shift: I do think that there is
much more attention being paid to the
power of women, and that is essential.”
He’s also focused on bridging the age
gap in the movie industry. “I see incredibly
talented people being aged out—and I’m
not talking about in front of the camera,
I’m talking about everywhere. Our goal is to
bring people together, be it a director who
has a lot of experience but maybe doesn’t
know all the new things that are going on,
with department heads that are young, that
have a different take.
Or vice versa—a young
director with a cinematographer or a production designer who
really knows storytelling from 35 or 40
years in the business. I
Jake Gyllenhaal
think that’s the responfirst encountered
sibility of people who
the fresh, woodsy
Eternity scent in high
have a voice, who have
school. “I remember
the opportunity to tell
having it in my gym
stories and financing
bag—My memory is of
to do it.” Given the
putting way too much
of it on,” he says. “It
events of the past
was my first experimonth, it’s refreshing
ence with how to calito see a powerful
brate the amount of
man in Hollywood
fragrance you put on
your body. One spray
express a desire to use
is enough: four in
his position thoughtdifferent areas of your
fully and responsibly:
body is not recommended. It really does
“What I care about
bring me back.”
is community and
CALVIN KLEIN
family and making
ETERNITY FOR MEN
EAU DE TOILETTE, $95
things that are as
(100 ML), DEPARTMENT
honest as they can be.”
AND DRUGSTORES
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Here are all the products you need to treat
yourself this winter. Available now in one kit,
delivered straight to your doorstep.

3

1.

O.R.G SKINCARE | MINERAL PEEL FACE
An all-natural enzyme exfoliant that
removes dead skin and debris that
instantly brightens and softens skin.

2.

BOO BAMBOO | BAMBOO FIBER
CHARCOAL SHEET MASK
This 100% bamboo fiber charcoal mask
targets dull and dry surface cells to uncover
your skin’s natural radiance and shine.

3.

CAKE | HEAVY CREAM INTENSIVE
HAND REPAIR BALM
A cream that smooths and hydrates dry hands
and cuticles to reveal velvety smooth skin.

4

5

6

7

9

4.

MORGAN TAYLOR | PROFESSIONAL
NAIL LACQUER - ALL WRAPPED UP
A nail lacquer that is infused with rare
and precious elements with long-lasting
colour for a professional finish.

7.

ELIZABETH ARDEN | FLAWLESS FUTURE
POWERED BY CERAMIDE NIGHT CREAM
A moisturizer that is rich in botanical extract
that provides a sense of relaxation to even skin
tone and ease the appearance of fine lines.

5.

VASELINE | LIP THERAPY - ORIGINAL
A non-greasy formula that provides
long-lasting moisturization to the
lips even in harsh environments.

8.

GARNIER | MICELLAR WATER
A cleansing water that removes
makeup, cleanses skin, eyes, and
lips without rubbing or rinsing.

6.

ELIZABETH ARDEN | LASTING
IMPRESSION MASCARA
Make an impression with this mascara that
captures every last lash to lengthen, separate
and define for a never ending lash look.

9.

PROFESSIONAL SEBASTIAN | SHAPER
HOLD AND CONTROL HAIRSPRAY
A lightweight hairspray that creates a
touchable, moveable style with flexible
hold and a lustrous finish to your hair.

BUY NOW at thekitbeautydesk.topbox.ca
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to the fashion phenom about the
power of the perfect pair of shoes.
Women often have very emotional
relationships with shoes. Why do
you think that connection is so
strong? “I think it’s the experience
of how you—literally—step into a
pair of shoes. So if it’s a high heel, all
of a sudden you’re a little taller, so
you stand straighter and you become
super confident. If you’re wearing
something sporty, it’s more about
feeling comfortable, with a kind
of street-style vibe. The shoes are
different, but they produce a similar
sense of empowerment.”

Leading the way
Daianara Grullon Amalfitano is all about shoes that make
you stand a little taller

PHOTOGRAPHY: ISTOCKPHOTO (MARTINI)

BY EVIE BEGY
Daianara Grullon Amalfitano is one of the most
powerful women in Canadian fashion, and she
wears it well: Her manner is relaxed, her laugh
is easy and her success speaks for itself. As
the vice-president of global footwear at Aldo
Group—the Montreal-based mega retailer
which has more than 1,100 stores in 100 countries—Amalfitano is responsible for enhancing
all elements of the brand: social media, in-store
experience and e-commerce. “It’s my dream
job,” says Amalfitano, who came to Aldo last
year after two decades honing her skills at Steve
Madden, the American footwear giant, in New
York. As the party season kicks off, we chatted

What shoes have been the most
important to you? “The shoes I
got married in. [laughs] I had a big
part in designing those shoes. They
were one of a kind, not the typical
wedding shoe—they were more of a
cagey, peep-toe satin bootie, with a
lot of rhinestones and huge buttons.
Throughout the night, I kept lifting
my dress so that everyone could see
these amazing shoes peeking out. Now they sit
on the shelf in my bedroom.”
Who is your number one dream collaborator? “Drake. I love that he’s Canadian and
that he appeals to women and men. He exudes
confidence but is still, in a way, very humble.”
How many pairs of shoes do you have? “I
haven’t done a count recently, but the last time
I did it was about 500. [laughs]. The pump is my
power shoe—I probably have the [Aldo] Stessy
in 10 colours. I donate a lot of shoes, I really do.”
W h a t ’s y o u r f a v o u r i t e s h o e y o u ’ v e
designed? “I’m obsessed with the Aldo MX.
We first created this unisex collection with
a message of equality and unity at the core.
During the holidays, we’ve joined forces with
Global Citizen to support Education for All: With
each purchase, 100 per cent of the net proceeds
directly support Global Citizen’s goal of raising
$3.1 billion (US). I feel like it’s the perfect way
for everyone to give back in a meaningful way.”

JUST FOR KICKS

A seasonal lightning
round with Daianara
Grullon Amalfitano
Your wear-witheverything shoe
“This season, I’m
crazy for Claira, our
glittering ruched
knee boot.”
ALDO CLAIRA BOOT,
$240, ALDOSHOES.COM

Must-read book
“Drive by Daniel
H. Pink. It’s about
rethinking what
motivates you
and others.”
Festive cocktail reco
“My go-to order
for any occasion:
a vodka martini,
slightly dirty.”
Your style uniform
“A pair of heels and a
bold red lip!”
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